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Dear Friend/Colleague,  
 
I would like to extend this invitation to join an awakening! 
 
There is a global consciousness arising among African professionals on the continent and the Diaspora.  
This awareness stems from the BILLIONS worth of contracts that are outsourced because there is a 
seeming lack of knowledge on the available “in-house” human capacity!  The need for a “HUB” to 
harness the capacity that IS the African professional is increasing!  These professionals are looking for 
opportunities, careers, guidance and mentoring!  To answer the need http://www.panlinked.com/ was 
created to harness and unleash the talented professional on The Continent and Diaspora!   
 
What makes us different from other professional network sites? Our site is based on four (4) pillars:  

 Employment: PANLinked is soliciting members to build a database of internal/external 
professionals that can provide sustainable capacity specific to the continent of Africa. 

 Education: PANLinked is building/cultivating a pool of information for scholarships, Internships, 
career planning tools, mentorship opportunities and college recruiter venues, to better equip 
the 500M up and coming workforce who will want to initiate careers on The Continent. 

 Entrepreneurship:    PANLinked is building an online community geared towards providing 
business plan development tools and training; addressing cultural sensitivity for global trade; 
webinars for business development; creating an “On The Ground” page highlighting new/small 
businesses and identifying available financing opportunities. 

 Inclusion:  PANLinked will provide a centralized, worldwide platform called MY Projects to 
showcase “New Africa” initiatives our members are implementing and allows other members to 
join and support.  In addition, we have a goal to solicit/encourage government entities to post 
job openings and contract solicitation bids which will give opportunities for those on The 
Continent and the Diaspora to actively participate in economic development with a view to 
ensuring transparency.   

 
Isn’t it time for the Africans to invade Africa?  I encourage you to join 
http://www.panlinked.com/ today! In unison let us defragment and connect OUR global 
capacity! Together we can engage the possibilities! IT’S TIME! 
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